Comparative Politics/Area Studies

Bennett, News: The Politics of Illusion, 9/e (0205082416)
Combs, Terrorism in the Twenty-First Century, 6/e (0205779719)
Dolan/Deckman/Swers, Women and Politics: Paths to Power and Political Influence, 2/e (0205827152)
Draper/Ramsay, Good Society, The: An Introduction to Comparative Politics, 2/e (0205082785)
Judd/Swanstrom, City Politics, 8/e (020503246X)
Korab-Karpowicz, On the History of Political Philosophy, 1/e (0205119743)
Kraft, Environmental Policy and Politics, 5/e (0205745377)
Levy, Contemporary Urban Planning, 9/e (0205781594)
Nacos, Terrorism and Counterterrorism, 4/e (0205005802)
Powell, Jr./Dalton/Strom, Comparative Politics Today: A World View, 10/e (0205109136)
Powell, Jr./Dalton/Strøm, Comparative Politics Today: A Theoretical Framework, 6/e (0205082866)
Simpson/Nowlan/O'Shaughnessy, The Struggle for Power and Influence in Cities and States, 1/e (0321105184)
Whitaker, Women in Politics: Outsiders or Insiders, 5/e (0205827160)

International Relations

Andersen/Seibert/Wagner, Politics and Change in the Middle East, 10/e (0205082394)
Balaam/Dillman, Introduction to International Political Economy, 5/e (0205791387)
Cohn, Global Political Economy, 6/e (0205075835)
Crepaz/Steiner, European Democracies, 7/e (0205779727)
Dreyer, China's Political System, 8/e (0205005810)
Handelman, The Challenge of Third World Development, 6/e (0205791239)
Hebron/Stack, Jr., Globalization, 2/e (0205779700)
Kelleher/Klein, Global Perspectives, 4/e (0205779050)
Keohane/Nye, Power & Interdependence, 4/e (0205082912)
Kubicek, European Politics, 1/e (0205562051)
Norton, The British Polity, 5/e (0321216660)
Oatley, International Political Economy, 5/e (0205060633)
Payne, Global Issues, 3/e (0205779085)
Payne/Nassar, Politics and Culture in the Developing World, 5/e (0205075916)
Roselle/Spray, Research and Writing in International Relations, 2/e (020506065X)
Roskin, Countries and Concepts: Politics, Geography, Culture, 11/e (0205778720)
Roskin/Berry, IR: The New World of International Relations, 9/e (0205079490)
Weatherby/Arceneaux/Evans/Long/Reed/Carter, The Other World, 9/e (0205778879)

**Introduction to Political Science/Theory/Methods**

Ball/Dagger, Political Ideologies and the Democratic Ideal, 8/e (0205779964)
Baradat, Political Ideologies, 11/e (0205082386)
Brians/Willnat/Manheim/Rich, Empirical Political Analysis, 8/e (0205791212)
Danziger, Understanding the Political World: A Comparative Introduction to Political Science, 10/e (0205778755)
Nye/Welch, Understanding Global Conflict and Cooperation: An Introduction to Theory and History, 8/e (0205778747)
O'Sullivan/Rassel/Taliaferro, Practical Research Methods for Nonprofit and Public Administrators (0205639461)
Pease, International Organizations, 5/e (0205075878)

Remington, Politics in Russia, 7/e (0205005799)

Roskin/Cord/Medeiros/Jones, Political Science: An Introduction, 12/e (0205075940)

Shively, The Craft of Political Research (Longman Classics in Political Science), 8/e (0205791204)

**Public Policy & Public Administration**

Cox/Buck/Morgan, Public Administration in Theory and Practice 2/e (020578125X)

Cropf/Kohler/Loutzenhiser, Public Administration Casebook, The, 1/e (0205607411)

Dresang, Public Administration Workbook, The, 7/e (020501996X)

Dye, Understanding Public Policy, 13/e (0205757421)

Riccucci, Public Personnel Management, 5/e (0205012671)

Shafritz/Borick, Cases in Public Policy and Administration: From Ancient Times to the Present, 1/e (020560742X)

Shafritz/Russell/Borick, Introducing Public Administration, 7/e (0205780504)

Sharp/Aguirre/Kickman, Managing the Public Sector: A Casebook in Ethics and Leadership, 1/e (0136039758)

Weimer/Vining, Policy Analysis: Concepts and Practice, 5/e (0205781306)